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Master Oracle E-Business Suite 12 Performance Tuning
and Optimization Deliver on the promise of lower TCO
and achieve operational excellence by implementing a
comprehensive enterprise application management
process. Oracle E-Business Suite 12 Tuning Tips &
Techniques offers detailed coverage of the versatile
tools, features, and services available for managing
application reliability, availability, performance,
optimization, and governance. Best practices for
maintaining overall application health and supporting
evolving priorities, technologies, and systems are also
included in this Oracle Press guide. Get a
comprehensive technical and functional overview of
Oracle E-Business Suite 12 Plan, develop, and
implement a management lifecycle strategy Execute an
effective reliability management solution Monitor and
maintain availability Improve application speed and
performance Optimize Oracle E-Business Suite for shortterm flexibility and long-term strategic goals Implement
strong application governance processes Measure the
success and performance of your management plan
Maintain an agile, future-ready Oracle E-Business Suite
platform
Build a Next-Generation Enterprise Digital Platform with
Portals and UXPA Complete Guide to Portals and User
Experience Platforms provides in-depth coverage of
portal technologies and user experience platforms
(UXPs), which form the key pillars of a modern digital
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platform. Drawing on his experience in various roles in
numerous portal engagements,
Workflow for Oracle E-Business Suite is written for
administrators and developers who want to build or
maintain Workflows. It focuses on your role in an Oracle
eBS-environment, and explains Concepts, gives Guided
Exercises, Tips and Exercises. All concepts are
explained via real-life examples, screenshots and
navigation-paths. Each chapter has Exercises for up to
10 students. Topics: The Architecture, The Builder,
Stored, Procedures, Error-Handling, Linking to an EBSEvent, Linking to a Concurrent Program, The Process
Tab, Administration Scripts, Links to useful websites.
IBM® Content Navigator provides a unified user
interface for your Enterprise Content Management
(ECM) solutions. It also provides a robust development
platform so you can build customized user interface and
applications to deliver value and an intelligent, businesscentric experience. This IBM Redbooks® publication
guides you through the Content Navigator platform, its
architecture, and the available programming interfaces. It
describes how you can configure and customize the user
interface with the administration tools provided, and how
you can customize and extend Content Navigator using
available development options with sample code.
Specifically, the book shows how to set up a
development environment, and develop plug-ins that add
an action, service, and feature to the user interface.
Customization topics include implementing request and
response filters, external data services (EDS), creating
custom step processors, and using Content Navigator
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widgets in other applications. This book also covers
mobile development, viewer customization, component
deployment, and debugging and troubleshooting. This
book is intended for IT architects, application designers
and developers working with IBM Content Navigator and
IBM ECM products. It offers a high-level description of
how to extend and customize IBM Content Navigator and
also more technical details of how to do implementations
with sample code.
Oracle ADF 11gR2 Development Beginner's Guide will
cover the basics of Oracle ADF 11g development and
will then work through more complex topics as the reader
gains more skills. This book will follow a tutorial
approach with the content and tasks getting more
advanced throughout.This book is intended for beginners
who know a little about Java programming and would like
to learn how to develop rich web applications using the
Oracle Application Development Framework.
Get Started with Oracle Fusion Development Written by
a Group Product Manager at Oracle, this Oracle Press
guide gets you up and running quickly with your first
Oracle Fusion applications. Quick Start Guide to Oracle
Fusion Development provides only the essential
information you need to build applications in a matter of
hours. Rapidly learn the building blocks and functionality
you’ll use most of the time. The progression of topics
closely matches the application building process, taking
you through a typical developer scenario from start to
completion. Quick Start Guide to Oracle Fusion
Development features Concise and friendly format
providing the essentials needed to start building
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applications right away Chapters that build on each other
to illustrate a typical development scenario from start to
finish Unique author insights gained from hours of oneon-one meetings with customers and work in Oracle’s
usability labs The perfect entry point to Oracle Fusion
development Introduction to Fusion and the Fusion
Technologies; Introduction to JDeveloper and Oracle
ADF; Finding your Way Around JDeveloper; Building
Business Services; Introducing ADF Business
Components; The Role of the Entity; A View of your Data
– The View Object; The Application Module;
Implementing Business Service Validation; More View
Object Features; Building the User Interface; Introducing
ADF Face Rich Client; ADF Model; Building Typical ADF
Pages; Building Application Flow; Menus, Toolbars and
Buttons; Advanced UI Techniques; Data Visualization
and Other Rich UI Components; Application Look and
Feel; Common Coding Patterns; Common Business
Service Coding Examples; Common View Coding
Examples
Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party
sellers are not guaranteed by the publisher for quality,
authenticity, or access to any online entitlements
included with the product. From the exclusive publisher
of Oracle Press books, here is an architectural and
technical reference on how to use Oracle Application
Server 10g to Web-enable Oracle databases for
application server systems. You’ll find coverage of
installation, configuration, and tuning, using Java with
Oracle Application Server 10g, and much more.
Become an ADF expert with essential tips n' tricks and
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case studies for leveraging your ADF applications.
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor
& Francis, an informa company.
New concepts and technologies are being introduced
continuously for application development in the WorldWide Web. Selecting the right implementation strategies
and tools when building a Web application has become a
tedious task, requiring in-depth knowledge and
significant experience from both software developers and
software managers. The mission of this book is to guide
the reader through the opaque jungle of Web
technologies. Based on their long industrial and
academic experience, Stefan Jablonski and his
coauthors provide a framework architecture for Web
applications which helps choose the best strategy for a
given project. The authors classify common technologies
and standards like .NET, CORBA, J2EE, DCOM, WSDL
and many more with respect to platform, architectural
layer, and application package, and guide the reader
through a three-phase development process consisting
of preparation, design, and technology selection steps.
The whole approach is exemplified using a real-world
case: the architectural design of an order-entry
management system.
Master Oracle Fusion Applications Design and
Personalization Deliver highly adaptable business
applications that bolster productivity and drive informed
decision-making. Oracle Fusion Applications
Development and Extensibility Handbook contains best
practices, real-world case studies, and technical deep
dives. Discover how to manage design- and run-time
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customizations, extend existing UIs and build new ones,
secure your applications, and integrate with other
systems. This Oracle Press guide offers complete
coverage of the latest cloud and SOA-based features.
Explore Oracle Fusion Applications components and
architecture Plan, develop, debug, and deploy
customizations Extend out-of-the-box functionality with
Oracle JDeveloper Modify web applications using Oracle
Composer Incorporate Oracle SOA Suite 11g
composites Validate code through sandboxes and test
environments Secure data using authorization,
authentication, and encryption Design and distribute
personalized BI reports Automate jobs with Oracle
Enterprise Scheduler Change appearance and branding
of your applications with the Oracle ADF Skin Editor
Extend and customize CRM with Application Composer
Oracle is placing its enterprise application strategy at the
center of its future growth Oracle PeopleSoft will be
phasing out its current reports product soon, and all
reports will need to be rewritten in XML Publisher
Secure your Java applications by integrating the Spring
Security framework in your code Key Features Provide
authentication, authorization and other security features
for Java applications. Learn how to secure
microservices, cloud, and serverless applications easily
Understand the code behind the implementation of
various security features Book Description Security is
one of the most vital concerns for any organization. The
complexity of an application is compounded when you
need to integrate security with existing code, new
technology, and other frameworks. This book will show
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you how to effectively write Java code that is robust and
easy to maintain. Hands-On Spring Security 5 for
Reactive Applications starts with the essential concepts
of reactive programming, Spring Framework, and Spring
Security. You will then learn about a variety of
authentication mechanisms and how to integrate them
easily with the Spring MVC application. You will also
understand how to achieve authorization in a Spring
WebFlux application using Spring Security.You will be
able to explore the security confgurations required to
achieve OAuth2 for securing REST APIs and integrate
security in microservices and serverless applications.
This book will guide you in integrating add-ons that will
add value to any Spring Security module. By the end of
the book, you will be proficient at integrating Spring
Security in your Java applications What you will learn
Understand how Spring Framework and Reactive
application programming are connected Implement easy
security confgurations with Spring Security expressions
Discover the relationship between OAuth2 and OpenID
Connect Secure microservices and serverless
applications with Spring Integrate add-ons, such as
HDIV, Crypto Module, and CORS support Apply Spring
Security 5 features to enhance your Java reactive
applications Who this book is for If you are a Java
developer who wants to improve application security,
then this book is for you. A basic understanding of
Spring, Spring Security framework, and reactive
applications is required to make the most of the book.
Data mining continues to be an emerging
interdisciplinary field that offers the ability to extract
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information from an existing data set and translate that
knowledge for end-users into an understandable way.
Data Mining: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools, and
Applications is a comprehensive collection of research
on the latest advancements and developments of data
mining and how it fits into the current technological
world.
Designing algorithms to recommend items such as news
articles and movies to users is a challenging task in
numerous web applications. The crux of the problem is
to rank items based on users' responses to different
items to optimize for multiple objectives. Major technical
challenges are high dimensional prediction with sparse
data and constructing high dimensional sequential
designs to collect data for user modeling and system
design. This comprehensive treatment of the statistical
issues that arise in recommender systems includes
detailed, in-depth discussions of current state-of-the-art
methods such as adaptive sequential designs (multiarmed bandit methods), bilinear random-effects models
(matrix factorization) and scalable model fitting using
modern computing paradigms like MapReduce. The
authors draw upon their vast experience working with
such large-scale systems at Yahoo! and LinkedIn, and
bridge the gap between theory and practice by
illustrating complex concepts with examples from
applications they are directly involved with.
Workflow is Oracle's E-Business Suite tool for modeling
business processes. Workflow combines procedures
performed by the computer with a system of notifications
that allow humans to better direct the computer how to
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proceed. This book provides a very thorough explanation
of the various components of Workflow. You'll learn step
by step how to develop and test custom Workflows, and
how to administer Workflow using OAM, the Workflow
Management screens, and Oracle Diagnostics. This
book also explains how the underlying tables store the
data generated by Workflow, and how to perform the
setups required for a few of the most commonly used
Oracle Workflows. The book also includes SQL scripts
and sample procedures that we use at Solution Beacon
to assess and solve Workflow problems, as well as DBA
topics like cloning considerations and partitioning
Workflow objects.
Planning, executing and controlling the implementation
process for Oracle E-Business Suite is no easy task, but
done right can do wonders for your business. Anant
Porwal, a certified master in Oracle Financials with
twenty years of experience helping businesses
implement the suite of applications, provides a
comprehensive blueprint to get the most value out of the
product with this implementation guide. The first section
highlights high-level features of core Oracle E-Business
Suite applications, including various technology pieces. It
also explains how the applications allow for flexibility in
accounting and in processing transactions. The second
section explores how to implement the suite of
applicationsfrom identifying the goals you want to
achieve, selecting and building an implementation team,
designing an implementation process, documenting and
tracking progress, and taking the necessary steps to
ensure implementation is a success. A Practical Guide to
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Implement Oracle E-Business Suite is must read for all
members of companies planning Oracle implementation
including stakeholders, project managers, team
members and consultants alike, it provides insight into
the intricacies and efforts for implementing very complex
package, Oracle E-Business Suite.
There are more than one billion Android devices in use
today, each one a potential target. Unfortunately, many
fundamental Android security features have been little
more than a black box to all but the most elite security
professionals—until now. In Android Security Internals,
top Android security expert Nikolay Elenkov takes us
under the hood of the Android security system. Elenkov
describes Android security architecture from the bottom
up, delving into the implementation of major securityrelated components and subsystems, like Binder IPC,
permissions, cryptographic providers, and device
administration. You’ll learn: –How Android permissions
are declared, used, and enforced –How Android
manages application packages and employs code
signing to verify their authenticity –How Android
implements the Java Cryptography Architecture (JCA)
and Java Secure Socket Extension (JSSE) frameworks
–About Android’s credential storage system and APIs,
which let applications store cryptographic keys securely
–About the online account management framework and
how Google accounts integrate with Android –About the
implementation of verified boot, disk encryption,
lockscreen, and other device security features –How
Android’s bootloader and recovery OS are used to
perform full system updates, and how to obtain root
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access With its unprecedented level of depth and detail,
Android Security Internals is a must-have for any securityminded Android developer.
A Comprehensive, Fully Integrated Study System
Prepare for the Oracle Certified Administrator Oracle
Application Server 10g exam with help from this
exclusive Oracle Press guide. Get complete coverage of
all topics on the exam 1Z0-311, including installation,
configuration, and management of Oracle Application
Server 10g, as well as details on Oracle Internet
Directory, Oracle HTTP Server, Oracle Single Sign-On
Server, Oracle Portal, Oracle Application Server
Containers for J2EE (OC4J), and Oracle Web Cache. In
each chapter, you’ll find certification objectives,
examples, a two-minute drill, and a self-test to highlight
what you’ve learned. This book and CD-ROM package
is the most comprehensive preparation tool available for
this OCA exam. Ideal as both an exam guide and an onthe-job Oracle Application Server 10g reference All
official Oracle OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-311 are
covered in detail Two-minute drills reinforce knowledge
Exam Readiness checklist at the front of the
book--you’re ready for the exam when all objectives on
the list are checked off 200+ simulated exam questions
match the format, topics, and difficulty of the real exam
On the CD-ROM: One full practice exam that simulates
the actual OCA exam Detailed answers and explanations
Score report performance assessment tool Complete
electronic book Bonus exam available free with online
registration
IBM® Rational® Application Developer for WebSphere®
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Software v7.5 (Application Developer, for short) is the full
function Eclipse 3.4 based development platform for
developing JavaTM Standard Edition Version 6 (Java SE
6) and Java Enterprise Edition Version 5 (Java EE 5)
applications with a focus on applications to be deployed
to IBM WebSphere Application Server and IBM
WebSphere Portal. Rational Application Developer
provides integrated development tools for all
development roles, including Web developers, Java
developers, business analysts, architects, and enterprise
programmers. Rational Application Developer is part of
the IBM Rational Software Delivery Platform (SDP),
which contains products in four life cycle categories: Architecture management, which includes integrated
development environments - Change and release
management - Process and portfolio management Quality management This IBM RedbooksTM publication
is a programming guide that highlights the features and
tooling included with Rational Application Developer
v7.5. Many of the chapters provide working examples
that demonstrate how to use the tooling to develop
applications, as well as achieve the benefits of visual and
rapid application development. This publication is an
update of Rational Application Developer V7
Programming Guide, SG24-7501.
As more and more universities, schools, and corporate
training organizations develop technology plans to
ensure technology will directly benefit learning and
achievement, the demand is increasing for an allinclusive, authoritative reference source on the infusion
of technology into curriculums worldwide. The
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Encyclopedia of Information Technology Curriculum
Integration amasses a comprehensive resource of
concepts, methodologies, models, architectures,
applications, enabling technologies, and best practices
for integrating technology into the curriculum at all levels
of education. Compiling 154 articles from over 125 of the
world's leading experts on information technology, this
authoritative reference strives to supply innovative
research aimed at improving academic achievement,
teaching and learning, and the application of technology
in schools and training environments.
This comprehensive guide reveals the key elements of
successful B2B integration and collaborative ecommerce, by highlighting business needs, technologies,
and development strategies. It equips companies with
practical guidelines for quickly implementing an effective
B2Bi strategy, and prepares them for the next wave of
B2B integration and collaborative e-commerce. It clarifies
the intricate dependencies among all the components of
B2Bi, including integration patterns, enterprise
application integration (EAI), business process
management (BPM), Internet security, XML, Web
services, middleware technologies, and integration
brokers. Included are future technologies that will have a
significant impact on B2Bi architectures, such as
intelligent software agents, wireless technologies, and
peer-to-peer computing. This reference provides a
suitable framework for the design, development, and
implementation of B2B integration, along with several
case studies. Editors: Dr Marcus Healey — Strategy
Consultant for InfoFirst Inc., USA Dr Shyam Samtani
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(Language Editor) — Professor of English, P G
Department of English, Indore Christian College, India
Contributors: Kenneth Tamburello — Senior Consultant
Specialist at Bluesphere (an EDS company), USA
Deepak Bajaj — Course Coordinator of Project
Management, University of Technology Sydney (UTS),
Australia Dimple Sadhwani — Senior Software Engineer,
Island ECN, USA Pawan Samtani — Country Operations
Manager, Oracle Corporation, India Contents: The Big
Picture:IntroductionComponents, Benefits, Challenges
and Applications of B2B IntegrationEstablished
Integration Components:Integration PatternsEnterprise
Application Integration (EAI)Business Process
Management (BPM)Extensible Markup Language
(XML)XML Standards for E-BusinessMiddleware
TechnologiesIntegration BrokersInternet
SecurityEvolving Integration Components:Web
ServicesWireless TechnologiesSoftware AgentsB2BiEnabled Applications:Supply Chain Management
(SCM)E-Marketplaces and Collaborative
NetworksConclusion:B2B to P2P Evolution Readership:
MBA students, business executives, IT managers and
programmers, and CIOs.
Maximize the Capabilities of Oracle Self-Service
Applications Get complete coverage of Oracle EBusiness Suite's self-service modules, including Oracle
iProcurement, Oracle Internet Expenses, Oracle
iSupplier Portal, and Oracle iReceivables, inside this
Oracle Press guide. Oracle Self-Service Applications
discusses the features of each module and how they
benefit organizational workflow, and reviews common
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implementation considerations that apply to all the
applications. The book also provides detailed
configuration instructions explaining each screen and
field. Learn how to set up and use: Oracle iProcurement
for automating both the requesting and approval of
requisitions Oracle Internet Expenses for streamlining
the entry, approval, and auditing of expense reports,
including credit card processing Oracle iSupplier Portal
to allow secure supplier collaboration Oracle
iReceivables to enable customers and employees to
review account information online The order
management portal for granting inquiry-only viewing and
tracking of orders and delivery status Oracle Bill
Presentment Architecture for customizing invoices
Oracle Approvals Management to accommodate
complex rules for approving transactions Oracle
Application Framework to customize both the options
and usability of the self-service applications
Covers topics including HTTP methods and status
codes, optimizing proxies, designing web crawlers,
content negotiation, and load-balancing strategies.
Master Oracle Fusion Applications Administer a fully
integrated application management framework across your
enterprise using the detailed information contained in this
Oracle Press guide. Managing Oracle Fusion Applications
first explains key principles and then logically groups utilities
into practical, ready-to-use toolboxes. Learn how to build
lifecycle models, deliver dynamic business intelligence,
optimize performance, mitigate risk, and integrate the latest
Web 2.0 and social networking features. Compliance,
security, and testing techniques are also covered in this
comprehensive resource. Understand the components and
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architecture of Oracle Fusion Applications Plan, develop, and
implement an effective application management plan Resolve
reliability issues with Oracle Enterprise Manager Configure
and deploy applications from the Oracle WebLogic Server
Administration Console Adjust run-time parameters using
Java Management Extensions and MBeans Generate and
distribute reports using Oracle Business Intelligence 11g
Establish solid user authentication, access control, and data
protection policies Work with Oracle Fusion Governance,
Risk, and Compliance Intelligence
Master Oracle Fusion Middleware Successfully design rich
enterprise web applications using the detailed information in
this Oracle Press volume. Oracle Fusion Developer Guide
goes beyond the predominant drag-and-drop methods in
Oracle JDeveloper 11g and provides a wealth of examples
that address common development scenarios when using
Oracle Fusion Middleware. Work with Oracle JDeveloper 11g,
define navigation rules, accept and validate user input, build
page layouts and skins, and incorporate drag-and-drop
functionality into web applications. This authoritative resource
also explains how to secure and internationalize your
applications. Understand the Oracle Application Development
Framework and Oracle ADF Faces Rich Client lifestyle
Construct Oracle ADF data controls, task flows, and dynamic
regions Graphically represent information with Oracle ADF
Faces DVT components Modularize applications using Oracle
ADF libraries, Oracle ADF task flows, and other reusable
components Define dynamic navigation rules in Oracle
Fusion Middleware web applications Leverage Web 2.0
features using Oracle ADF Faces Rich Client components
Control user access with Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle
ADF security For a complete list of Oracle Press titles, visit
www.OraclePressBooks.com
Following her widely acclaimedAutobiography of Red("A
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spellbinding achievement" --Susan Sontag), a new collection
of poetry and prose that displays Anne Carson's signature
mixture of opposites--the classic and the modern, cinema and
print, narrative and verse. InMen in the Off Hours, Carson
reinvents figures as diverse as Oedipus, Emily Dickinson, and
Audubon. She views the writings of Sappho, St. Augustine,
and Catullus through a modern lens. She sets up startling
juxtapositions (Lazarus among video paraphernalia; Virginia
Woolf and Thucydides discussing war). And in a final prose
poem, she meditates on the recent death of her mother. With
its quiet, acute spirituality, its fearless wit and sensuality, and
its joyful understanding that "the fact of the matter for humans
is imperfection,"Men in the Off Hoursshows us "the most
exciting poet writing in English today" (Michael Ondaatje) at
her best. From the Hardcover edition.
In an increasingly interconnected world, data breaches grab
headlines. The security of sensitive information is vital, and
new requirements and regulatory bodies such as the
Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS),
Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA),
and Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX) create challenges for enterprises
that use encryption to protect their information. As encryption
becomes more widely adopted, organizations also must
contend with an ever-growing set of encryption keys. Effective
management of these keys is essential to ensure both the
availability and security of the encrypted information.
Centralized management of keys and certificates is
necessary to perform the complex tasks that are related to
key and certificate generation, renewal, and backup and
recovery. The IBM® Enterprise Key Management Foundation
(EKMF) is a flexible and highly secure key management
system for the enterprise. It provides centralized key
management on IBM zEnterprise® and distributed platforms
for streamlined, efficient, and secure key and certificate
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management operations. This IBM Redbooks® publication
introduces key concepts around a centralized key
management infrastructure and depicts the proper planning,
implementation, and management of such a system using the
IBM Enterprise Key Management Foundation solution.
Pro Oracle Fusion Applications is your one-stop source for
help with installing Oracle’s Fusion Applications suite in your
on-premise environment. It also aids in the monitoring and
ongoing administration of your Fusion environment. Author
Tushar Thakker is widely known for his writings and expertise
on Oracle Fusion Applications, and now he brings his
accumulated wisdom to you in the form of this convenient
handbook. Provisioning an Oracle Fusion Applications
infrastructure is a daunting task. You’ll have to plan a
suitable topology and install the required database, an
enterprise-wide identity management solution, and the
applications themselves—all while working with a wide variety
of people who may not always be accustomed to working
together. Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides a path to
success that you won’t want to be without. Beyond
installation, Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides excellent
guidance on managing, monitoring, diagnostics, and
troubleshooting your environment. The book also covers
patching, a mundane but essential task that must be done
regularly to keep your installation protected and running
smoothly. The comprehensive and wide-ranging coverage
makes Pro Oracle Fusion Applications an important book for
anyone with responsibility for installation and ongoing
management of an Oracle Fusion Applications installation.
Beginning and experienced programmers will use this
comprehensive guide to persistent memory programming.
You will understand how persistent memory brings together
several new software/hardware requirements, and offers
great promise for better performance and faster application
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startup times—a huge leap forward in byte-addressable
capacity compared with current DRAM offerings. This
revolutionary new technology gives applications significant
performance and capacity improvements over existing
technologies. It requires a new way of thinking and
developing, which makes this highly disruptive to the
IT/computing industry. The full spectrum of industry sectors
that will benefit from this technology include, but are not
limited to, in-memory and traditional databases, AI, analytics,
HPC, virtualization, and big data. Programming Persistent
Memory describes the technology and why it is exciting the
industry. It covers the operating system and hardware
requirements as well as how to create development
environments using emulated or real persistent memory
hardware. The book explains fundamental concepts; provides
an introduction to persistent memory programming APIs for
C, C++, JavaScript, and other languages; discusses RMDA
with persistent memory; reviews security features; and
presents many examples. Source code and examples that
you can run on your own systems are included. What You’ll
Learn Understand what persistent memory is, what it does,
and the value it brings to the industry Become familiar with
the operating system and hardware requirements to use
persistent memory Know the fundamentals of persistent
memory programming: why it is different from current
programming methods, and what developers need to keep in
mind when programming for persistence Look at persistent
memory application development by example using the
Persistent Memory Development Kit (PMDK)Design and
optimize data structures for persistent memoryStudy how realworld applications are modified to leverage persistent
memoryUtilize the tools available for persistent memory
programming, application performance profiling, and
debugging Who This Book Is For C, C++, Java, and Python
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developers, but will also be useful to software, cloud, and
hardware architects across a broad spectrum of sectors,
including cloud service providers, independent software
vendors, high performance compute, artificial intelligence,
data analytics, big data, etc.
More than 100,000 entrepreneurs rely on this book for
detailed, step-by-step instructions on building successful,
scalable, profitable startups. The National Science
Foundation pays hundreds of startup teams each year to
follow the process outlined in the book, and it's taught at
Stanford, Berkeley, Columbia and more than 100 other
leading universities worldwide. Why? The Startup Owner's
Manual guides you, step-by-step, as you put the Customer
Development process to work. This method was created by
renowned Silicon Valley startup expert Steve Blank, cocreator with Eric Ries of the "Lean Startup" movement and
tested and refined by him for more than a decade. This
608-page how-to guide includes over 100 charts, graphs, and
diagrams, plus 77 valuable checklists that guide you as you
drive your company toward profitability. It will help you: •
Avoid the 9 deadly sins that destroy startups' chances for
success • Use the Customer Development method to bring
your business idea to life • Incorporate the Business Model
Canvas as the organizing principle for startup hypotheses •
Identify your customers and determine how to "get, keep and
grow" customers profitably • Compute how you'll drive your
startup to repeatable, scalable profits. The Startup Owner's
Manual was originally published by K&S Ranch Publishing
Inc. and is now available from Wiley. The cover, design, and
content are the same as the prior release and should not be
considered a new or updated product.
Extend and Customize Oracle E-Business Suite Transform
your Oracle E-Business Suite infrastructure to suit enterprise
requirements using the comprehensive development methods
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in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle E-Business Suite
Development & Extensibility Handbook lays out each tool
alongside reusable code and step-by-step examples. Learn
how to create multiorg objects, integrate Java and PL/SQL,
design custom user interfaces, and use Oracle Application
Framework and Oracle Workflow. This detailed volume also
explains how to work with Oracle XML Gateway, publish
dynamic business intelligence reports, and tune your
configuration. Manage an efficient development platform with
Oracle Application Object Library Develop concurrent
programs, customized forms, and personalized graphical user
interfaces Securely share data between organizations
Distribute business communiqués through Oracle Reports
and Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher Develop Java
extensions with Oracle JDeveloper and Oracle Application
Framework Capture and graphically map business processes
using Oracle Workflow Exchange data between applications
via Oracle XML Gateway Change the appearance of
applications using Custom Look and Feel Integrate Oracle EBusiness Suite with service-oriented architecture using
Oracle Applications Adapter On Demand

This is the eBook of the printed book and may not
include any media, website access codes, or print
supplements that may come packaged with the
bound book. Introducing Microsoft Power BI enables
you to evaluate when and how to use Power BI. Get
inspired to improve business processes in your
company by leveraging the available analytical and
collaborative features of this environment. Be sure to
watch for the publication of Alberto Ferrari and
Marco Russo's upcoming retail book, Analyzing Data
with Power BI and Power Pivot for Excel (ISBN
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9781509302765). Go to the book's page at the
Microsoft Press Store here for more
details:http://aka.ms/analyzingdata/details. Learn
more about Power BI at
https://powerbi.microsoft.com/.
If you've been thinking about installing or upgrading
to Release 12 but need to understand more about
why you should do so, this is the book for you. For
functional users, The Release 12 Primer highlights
the modules that have changed the most. Read
about Oracle's Global Business Release, Master
Data Management, MOAC and the Swan Interface.
Then see how it all comes together for the Financials
and Procurement product families, Supply Chain
Management, CRM, and Projects. And if you've
always wanted to understand more about the
underlying technology, but found all the terminology
too complex to sort through, this book covers the
technical architecture, security issues, and even
Fusion, targeting both functional and technical
readers. "The Release 12 Primer provides the real
story on the latest version of the Oracle E-Business
Suite and its technical underpinnings. If you only buy
one book on Oracle E-Business Release 12, buy this
one." - Floyd M. Teter, Systems Engineer, JPL
Oracle E-Business Suite R12 Integration and OA
Framework Development and Extension Cookbook.
System Administration for Oracle E-Business Suite
is written for new and intermediate administrators
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and key-users. The book is written for a classroom
situation: each chapter has Exercises for up to 10
students. The book focuses on your role in an Oracle
eBS-environment, and explains Concepts, gives
Guided Exercises, Tips and Exercises. All concepts
are explained via real-life examples, screenshots
and navigation-paths. The Topics include: Function
Security & Role Based Access Control, Profiles,
Folders, Concurrent Program and Managers, Forms
Personalization, OA-Framework Personalization and
Links to useful websites.
IBM® Coach Framework is a key component of the
IBM Business Process Manager (BPM) platform that
enables custom user interfaces to be easily
embedded within business process solutions.
Developer tools enable process authors to rapidly
create a compelling user experience (UI) that can be
delivered to desktop and mobile devices. IBM
Process Portal, used by business operations to
access, execute, and manage tasks, is entirely
coach-based and can easily be configured and
styled. A corporate look and feel can be defined
using a graphical theme editor and applied
consistently across all process applications. The
process federation capability enables business users
to access and execute all their tasks using a single
UI without being aware of the implementation or
origin. Using Coach Framework, you can embed
coach-based UI in other web applications, develop
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BPM UI using alternative UI technology, and create
mobile applications for off-line working. This IBM
Redbooks® publication explains how to fully benefit
from the power of the Coach Framework. It focuses
on the capabilities that Coach Framework delivers
with IBM BPM version 8.5.7. The content of this
document, though, is also pertinent to future
versions of the application.
Covers comprehensive issues and challenges
discovered through leading international XML
database research.
Class-tested and coherent, this textbook teaches
classical and web information retrieval, including
web search and the related areas of text
classification and text clustering from basic
concepts. It gives an up-to-date treatment of all
aspects of the design and implementation of
systems for gathering, indexing, and searching
documents; methods for evaluating systems; and an
introduction to the use of machine learning methods
on text collections. All the important ideas are
explained using examples and figures, making it
perfect for introductory courses in information
retrieval for advanced undergraduates and graduate
students in computer science. Based on feedback
from extensive classroom experience, the book has
been carefully structured in order to make teaching
more natural and effective. Slides and additional
exercises (with solutions for lecturers) are also
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available through the book's supporting website to
help course instructors prepare their lectures.
Implement the Full Spectrum of Oracle E-Business
Suite Financial Applications Maintain an integrated,
customer-focused financial computing framework
that meets global business requirements while
lowering total cost of ownership. Oracle E-Business
Suite Financials Handbook, Third Edition offers fully
updated coverage of the latest applications and
modules. Find out how to enforce robust accounting
rules, establish workflow, manage invoices and
inventory, create budgets and forecasts, and secure
your corporate assets. This Oracle Press guide
thoroughly explains how to deploy custom Web
applications, automate tax reporting, and incorporate
Oracle Fusion Applications. Centralize financial data
with Oracle General Ledger and Oracle Subledger
Accounting Track invoices and payments through
Oracle Receivables and Oracle Payables Forecast
cash requirements and manage portfolios with
Oracle Treasury Increase liquidity and profitability
using Oracle Cash Management Establish asset
depreciation schedules and handle leases and
warranty information with Oracle Assets Use Oracle
Purchasing and Oracle Inventory to optimize supply
chain efficiency Handle procurement and billing
information using Oracle Projects and Oracle Order
Management Employ the all-new Oracle E-Business
Tax and Oracle Landed Cost Management Leverage
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Oracle Fusion Applications in a co-existence
strategy with Oracle E-Business Suite Financials
Implement an end-to-end disaster recovery strategy
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